JSMO’s Vision and Mission

1. Welfare
Contribute to prolonging cancer patients’ survival and improving their quality of life


JSMO will contribute to improving medical care and welfare in Japan, by minimizing
the social burden of cancer, enhancing cancer patients’ quality of life and prolonging
their survival. JSMO will also promote to standardize cancer treatment.

2. Medical Care
Promote access to appropriate medical services for cancer treatment


JSMO will strive to ensure an environment where cancer patients can receive safe,
effective, and high-quality medical care in Japan, by collaborating with other academic
societies and medical institutions specializing in oncology.

3. Membership
Address members’ needs


JSMO will address the specialized and diverse needs of its members, and providing
better services to them. JSMO will also realize to increase number of the memberships
and simultaneously to enhance of the quality of JSMO as an academic society.

4. Education
Provide education in oncology


JSMO will play a central role in providing education for clinical oncologists. JSMO will
also contribute to the education that includes undergraduate, postgraduate, lifelong
education, and other health care providers who are not specialized in cancer treatment.

5. Research
Promote cancer research


JSMO will push forward high-quality clinical studies and translational research in the field
of clinical oncology. In consequence, JSMO will also establish standard treatment and
develop next-generation cancer treatment.

6. Specialists
Foster clinical oncologist


JSMO will support clinical oncologists and establish their career paths, and will foster
future innovators in the field of oncology.

7. Information
Provide accurate information on cancer


JSMO will provide accurate and reliable up-to-date information on cancer collected in
and outside Japan. JSMO will also formulate and disseminate treatment guidelines in
order to enable patients to select the most appropriate treatments.

8. Organization
Strengthen administrative operations


JSMO will strengthen its leadership of management, credibility, financial soundness,
and administrative ability to carry out the missions. JSMO will also formulate future
initiatives to maintain and further expand its organization.

9. International relationships
Promote international engagement


JSMO will promote collaborations with academic societies overseas. JSMO will also
contribute to provide race-specific evidence as well as global standards, and globally
disseminate the information, promote education and research from an international
perspective.

